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QUESTION 1

An insurance company is storing critical financial data in the OCI block volume. This volume is currently encrypted using
oracle managed keys. Due to regulatory compliance, the customer wants to encrypt the data using the keys that they
can control and not the keys which are controlled by Oracle. What of the following series of tasks are required to encrypt
the block volume using customer managed keys? 

A. Create a vault, import your master encryption key into the vault, generate data encryption key, assign data encryption
key to the block volume 

B. Create a master encryption key, create a data encryption key, decrypt the block volume using existing oracle
managed keys, encrypt the block volume using the data encryption key 

C. Create a vault, create a master encryption key in the vault, assign this master encryption key to the block volume D.
Create a master encryption key, create a new version of the encryption key, decrypt the block volume using existing
oracle managed keys and encrypt using new version of the encryption key 

Correct Answer: C 

Oracle Cloud Infrastructure Vault lets you centrally manage the encryption keys that protect your data and the secret
credentials that you use to securely access resources. You can use the Vault service to create and manage the
following resources: Vaults Keys Secrets Vaults securely store master encryption keys and secrets that you might
otherwise store in configuration files or in code. The Vault service lets you create vaults in your tenancy as containers
for encryption keys and secrets. If needed, a virtual private vault provides you with a dedicated partition in a hardware
security module (HSM), offering a level of storage isolation for encryption keys that\\'s effectively equivalent to a virtual
independent HSM. 

 

QUESTION 2

A digital marketing company is planning to host a website on Oracle Cloud Infrastructure (OCI) and leverage OCI
Container Engine for Kubernetes (OKE). The web server will make API calls to access OCI Object Storage to store all
images uploaded by users. For security purposes, your manager instructed you to ensure that the credentials used by
the web server to allow access not stored locally on the compute instance. What solution results in an Implementation
with the least effort for this scenario? 

A. Configure the credentials using Instance Principal to allow the web server to make API calls to OCl Object Storage 

B. Configure the credentials using OCI Registry (OC1R) which will automatically connect with OKE allowing the web
server to make API calls to OCI Object Storage. 

C. Configure the credentials to use Transparent Data Encryption (TDE) which will automatically allow the web server to
make API calls to OCl Object Storage. 

D. Configure the credentials using OCI Key Management to allow an instance to make API calls and grant access to
OCl Object Storage. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 3

Your company will soon start moving critical systems Into Oracle Cloud Infrastructure (OCI) platform. 
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These systems will reside in the us-phoenix-1and us-ashburn 1 regions. As part of the migration planning, 

you are reviewing the company\\'s existing security policies and written guidelines for the OCI platform 

usage within the company. you have to work with the company managed key. 

Which two options ensure compliance with this policy? 

A. When you create a new compute instance through OCI console, you use the default options for "configure boot
volume" to speed up the process to create this compute instance. 

B. When you create a new block volume through OCI console, select Encrypt using Key Management checkbox and
use encryption keys generated and stored in OCI Key Management Service. 

C. When you create a new compute instance through OCI console, you use the default shape to speed up the process
to create this compute instance. 

D. When you create a new OCI Object Storage bucket through OCI console, you need to choose "ENCRYPT USING
CUSTOMER-MANAGED KEYS" option. 

E. You do not need to perform any additional actions because the OCI Block Volume service always encrypts all block
volumes, boot volumes, and volume backups at rest by using the Advanced Encryption Standard (AES) algorithm with
256-bit encryption. 

Correct Answer: BD 

Block Volume Encryption By default all volumes and their backups are encrypted using the Oracle-provided encryption
keys. Each time a volume is cloned or restored from a backup the volume is assigned a new unique encryption key. You
have the option to encrypt all of your volumes and their backups using the keys that you own and manage using the
Vault service.If you do not configure a volume to use the Vault service or you later unassign a key from the volume, the
Block Volume service uses the Oracle-provided encryption key instead. 

This applies to both encryption at-rest and in-transit encryption. Object Storage Encryption Object Storage employs
256-bit Advanced Encryption Standard (AES-256) to encrypt object data on the server. Each object is encrypted with its
own data encryption key. Data encryption keys are always encrypted with a master encryption key that is assigned to
the bucket. Encryption is enabled by default and cannot be turned off. By default, Oracle manages the master
encryption key. However, you can optionally configure a bucket so that it\\'s assigned an Oracle Cloud Infrastructure
Vault master encryption key that you control and rotate on your own schedule. Encryption: Buckets are encrypted with
keys managed by Oracle by default, but you can optionally encrypt the data in this bucket using your own Vault
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encryption key. To use Vault for your encryption needs, select Encrypt Using Customer-Managed Keys. Then, select the
Vault Compartment and Vault that contain the master encryption key you want to use. Also select the Master Encryption
Key Compartment and Master Encryption Key. 

 

QUESTION 4

Multiple departments In your company use a shared Oracle Cloud Infrastructure (OCI) tenancy to Implement their
projects. You are in charge of managing the cost of OCI resources in the tenancy and need to obtain better Insights Into
department\\'s usage. Which three options can you implement together to accomplish this? 

A. Create a budget that matches your commitment amount and an alert at 100 percent of the forecast 

B. Set up a consolidated budget tracking lags to analyze costs in ,1 granular manner 

C. Set up different compartments for each department then track and analyze cost per compartment 

D. Use the billing cost tracking report to analyze costs 

E. Set up a tag default that automatically applies tags to all specified resources created In a compartment then use
these tags for cost analysis. 

Correct Answer: ACE 
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QUESTION 5

You have deployed art application server irt a private Subnet irt your virtual cloud network (VCN). For the database, you
have provisioned an Autonomous Transaction Processing (ATP) serverless instance. However, you are unable to
connect to the database instance from your application server. Which two steps would you need to enable this
connectivity? 

A. Add an internet gateway to your VCN and add a route rule to your private subnet route table. CIDR: 0.0.0.0/0 Target:
Internet Gateway 

B. Add a remote peering connection from your VCN to the ATP VCN 

C. Add a stateful egress rule to the security list associated with your private subnet. Destination CIDR: 0.0.0.0/0
Protocols: All Protocols 

D. Create a NAT Gateway and add the following route rule to the route table of private subnet. CIDR: 0.0.0.0/0 Target:
NAT Gateway 

Correct Answer: CD 

 

QUESTION 6

You work for a German company as the Lead Oracle Cloud Infrastructure architect. You have designed a highly
scalable architecture for your company\\'s business critical application which uses the Load Balancer service auto which
uses the Load Balancer service, autoscaling configuration for the application servers and a 2 Node VM Oracle RAC
database. During the peak utilization period of the- application yon notice that the application is running slow and
customers are complaining. This is resulting in support tickets being created for API timeouts and negative sentiment
from the customer base. What are two possible reasons for this application slowness? 

A. Autoscaling configuration for the application servers didn\\'t happen due to IAM policy that\\'s blocking access to the
application server compartment 
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B. The Load Balancer configuration is not sending traffic to the listener of the application servers. 

C. Autoscaling configuration for the application servers didn\\'t happen due to compartment quota breach of the VM
shapes used by the application servers. 

D. Autoscaling configuration for the application servers didn\\'t happen due to service limit breach of the VM shapes
used by the application servers 

E. The Load Balancer doesn\\'t have a Network Security Group to allow traffic to the application servers. 

Correct Answer: CD 

Autoscaling Autoscaling enables you to automatically adjust the number of Compute instances in an instance pool
based on performance metrics such as CPU utilization. This helps you provide consistent performance for your end
users during periods of high demand, and helps you reduce your costs during periods of low demand. Prerequisites 

-You have an instance pool. Optionally, you can attach a load balancer to the instance pool. For steps to create an
instance pool and attach a load balancer, see Creating an Instance Pool. 

-Monitoring is enabled on the instances in the instance pool. For steps to enable monitoring, see Enabling Monitoring for
Compute Instances. 

-The instance pool supports the maximum number of instances that you want to scale to. This limit is determined by
your tenancy\\'s service limits. About Service Limits and Usage When you sign up for Oracle Cloud Infrastructure, a set
of service limits are configured for your tenancy. The service limit is the quota or allowance set on a resource. For
example, your tenancy is allowed a maximum number of compute instances per availability domain. These limits are
generally established with your Oracle sales representative when you purchase Oracle Cloud Infrastructure.
Compartment Quotas Compartment quotas are similar to service limits; the biggest difference is that service limits are
set by Oracle, and compartment quotas are set by administrators, using policies that allow them to allocate resources
with a high level of flexibility. 

 

QUESTION 7

You are advising the database administrator responsible for managing non-production environment for Oracle
Autonomous Database running on Oracle Cloud Infrastructure. You need to help the database administrator ensure that
the non-production environments have a copy of the current data from the production environment in a manner that is
most time-efficient. Which method should you recommend? (Choose the best answer.) 

A. Take a full database backup of the production Autonomous database and create the non- production database from
it. 

B. Create a metadata clone of the production Autonomous Database and create the non-production database from it. 

C. Create a full clone of the production Autonomous Database and create the non-production database from it. 

D. Take a Data Pump export of the production Autonomous database and import into the non- production database. 

Correct Answer: C 

https://www.oracle.com/database/technologies/datawarehouse-bigdata/adb-faqs.html 

 

QUESTION 8
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You are tasked with building a highly available, fault tolerant web application for your current employer. The security
team is concerned about an increase in malicious web-based attacks across the internet and asked what you can do to
add a higher level of security to the website. How should you architect the solution on Oracle Cloud Infrastructure (OCI)
to meet all requirements defined by your organization? (Choose the best answer.) 

A. Deploy at least 3 web application servers, each in a different fault domain, using a regional private subnet. Place a
public load balancer in a regional public subnet and create a backend set for all of the web application servers. Deploy a
Web Application Firewall (WAF) and configure the load balancer public IP address as the origin. 

B. Deploy at least 3 web application servers, each in a different fault domain, using a regional private subnet. Place a
public load balancer in a regional public subnet and create a backend set for all of the web application servers. Create a
Geolocation steering policy in Traffic Management and add an answer pool that directs to the public IP address of the
load balancer. Configure a global catch-all rule to use this answer pool. 

C. Deploy at least 3 web application servers, each in a different fault domain, using a regional public subnet. Ensure that
each web application server is assigned a public IP address. Deploy a Web Application Firewall (WAF) and configure
one Origin for each public IP address. 

D. Deploy at least 3 web application servers, each in a different fault domain, using a regional public subnet. Use the
OCI Traffic Management service to create a load balancing policy that will resolve DNS evenly between all web
servers. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 9

You have an Oracle database system in a virtual cloud network (VCN) that needs to be accessible on port 

1521 from your on-premises network CIDR 172.17.0.0/24. 

You have the following configuration currently. 

Virtual cloud network (VCD) is associated with a Dynamic Routing Gateway (DRG), and DRG has an 

active IPSec connection with your on-premises data center. 

Oracle database system is hosted in a private subnet 

The private subnet route table has the following configuration The private subnet route table has following 

configuration. 
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However, you are still unable to connect to the Oracle Database system. Which action will resolve this issue? 

A. Option A 

B. Option B 

C. Option C 

D. Option D 
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Correct Answer: C 

 

 

QUESTION 10

As a solution architect, you are designing a web application to be deployed across multiple Oracle Cloud 

Infrastructures (OCI) regions for a global audience. Your goal is that users from each region should access 

the application web servers deployed in their own geographical OCI location. 

Which OCI feature can be used to achieve this? 

A. OCI Traffic Management IP Prefix steering policy 

B. OCI Global Load balancers 

C. OCI Public Load Balancers 

D. OCI Traffic Management GeoLocation steering policy 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 11

You have to migrate your application to Oracle Cloud Infrastructure (OCI). The database is constantly being updated
and needs to be online without interruptions. How can you transition the database to OCI without interrupting its use? 

A. It is impossible to migrate without interruption. 

B. Use an on-premises database with two-way synchronization to a cloud-based database and allow clients to connect
to either databases. 

C. Use an on-premises database with one-way synchronization to a cloud-based database and allow clients to connect
only to the cloud database. 

D. Use an on-premises database with one-way synchronization to a cloud-based database and allow clients to connect
only to the on-premises database until it is synchronized. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 12

Given this compartment structure: 
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You are managing a compute instance that currently resides in the Compute compartment. The Virtual Cloud Network
(VCN) into which the compute instance was originally deployed, also resides in this compartment. To support a project-
related task, you need to move just the compute instance to the SysTest-Team compartment. You log into your Oracle
Cloud Infrastructure (OCI) account and use the Move Resource option to place the compute instance in the new
compartment. What will be the result of your attempt to move the compute instance to the new compartment? (Choose
the best answer.) 

A. The move will be successful. The compute instance\\'s public and private IP addresses will stay the same. The
compute instance will remain associated with the VCN from the source compartment. 

B. The move will fail and you will be prompted to move the VCN first. Once VCN is moved to the target compartment,
the compute instance can be moved. 

C. After moving the compute instance, you must move the compute instance VNIC as a separate action. The public and
private IP addresses of the instance will remain unchanged and it will still be associated with the VCN from the source
compartment. 

D. The move will be successful. However, the compute instance\\'s public and private IP addresses will change, and it
will be associated to the first VCN that was created in the new, target compartment. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 13

Your security team has informed you that there are a number of malicious requests for your web application coming
from a set of IP addresses originating from a country in Europe. Which of the following methods can be used to mitigate
these type of unauthorized requests? 

A. Web Application Firewall policy using access control rules 

B. Deny rules in Virtual Cloud Network Security Group for the specific set of IP addresses. 

C. Delete Internet Gateway from Virtual Cloud Network. 
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D. Deny rules in Virtual Cloud Network Security Lists for the specific set of IP addresses. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 14

A cloud consultant is working on a implementation project on Oracle Cloud Infrastructure (OCI). As part of the
compliance requirements, the objects placed in OCI Object Storage should be automatically archived first and then
deleted. He is testing a lifecycle policy on Object Storage and created a policy as below: 

What will happen after this policy is applied? 

A. All the objects having file extension "doc" will be archived for 5 days and will be deleted 10 days after object creation. 

B. All objects with names starting with "doc" will be deleted after 5 days of object creation. 

C. All the objects having file extension "doc" will be archived 5 days after object creation. 

D. All the objects with names starting with "doc" will be archived 5 days after object creation and will be deleted 5 days
after archival. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 15

You work for a bank as the lead Oracle Cloud Infrastructure architect. You designed a highly scalable solution for your
company\\'s banking application. The architecture includes a load balancer, application servers with autoscaling
configuration based on CPU utilization, and an Autonomous Database with Transaction Processing workload type
running in a Virtual Cloud Network (VCN). During the peak utilization period, the application users complain that the
application runs slow. What are two possible reasons for the application running slow at times? (Choose two.) 

A. The VCN does not have a Network Security Group configured to allow traffic from the load balancer to all the
application servers in the backend set. 

B. Instance pool in autoscaling configuration for the application servers did not scale out due to compartment quota
breach of the VM shapes used by the application servers. 

C. The load balancer is not configured correctly to send traffic to all the listeners of the application servers in the
backend set. 

D. Instance pool in autoscaling configuration for the Autonomous Database did not scale out due to misconfigured
scaling policy. 

E. Instance pool in autoscaling configuration for the application servers did not scale out due to service limit breach of
the VM shapes used by the application servers. 
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Correct Answer: BE 
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